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ROADWAY UNIT ONLY
Instructions for the use of this form: 
 • Use Adobe Acrobat Pro to fill and sign this form.
 • Use one ADA Curb Ramp Design Exception form per intersection.
 • Use Form 734-5184 (ADA Curb Ramp Design Checklist) to verify which curb ramps may need exceptions.
 • A third-party-certified digital signature is required to use this form electronically. An email notification will be sent upon final approval.
 • The final size of the form including entries and attachments by all reviewers cannot exceed 25 MB.  
 • Click on the “i” button to see instructions for each line.
 • Click on the "Finalize" button to enable the "Submit" or "Approve" button in each section.
Instructions for the use of this form:  • Use one ADA Curb Ramp Design Exception form per intersection. • Use Form 734-5184 (ADA Curb Ramp Design Checklist) to verify which curb ramps may need exceptions. • A third-party-certified digital signature is required to use this form electronically. An email notification will be sent upon final approval. • The final size of the form including entries and attachments by all reviewers cannot exceed 25 MB.   • Click on the “i” button to see instructions for each line. • Click on the "Finalize" button to enable the "Submit" or "Approve" button in each section.
ODOT Design Exception Support: 
 • Email: ODOTDesignExceptions@odot.oregon.gov         • Website: ODOT Design Exceptions
O D O T DESIGN EXCEPTION SUPPORT LINKS
LOCATION INFORMATION
TOOL TIP:  The form can be saved at any time.  Some of this Location Information is required in the file naming convention.  It is recommended that you save an editable copy on your network or hard drive with a different suffix (e.g. "My Save") other than your submittal after you enter the Location Information.  This will allow you to see the components of the file naming convention while you name your file.  
LOCATION INFORMATION SECTION
DESIGN EXCEPTION
DESIGN EXCEPTION
LOCAL JURISDICTIONAL TRANSFER?
LOCAL JURISDICTIONAL TRANSFER
AS-BUILT?
AS BUILT
***Note:  Changing this selection clears all Location Information fields.***
Select State Highway System for:
Projects planned or constructed on the State Highway System. Post-construction design exceptions on highways with a pending jurisdictional transfer to a local jurisdiction. Select Off State Highway System for:
Projects planned or currently constructed outside of the State Highway System jurisdiction. Highways that have been transferred to a local jurisdiction and the transfer has been finalized. Highway Transferred to Local Jurisdiction?: 
Select "Yes" if the highway has been transferred to the local jurisdiction and the transfer has been finalized.Select "No" if the highway has not been transferred. 
As-Built requests: 
Select "Yes" if the curb ramp is remaining in place with non-compliant standards.         The Contract Number field will display when selected. Enter the contract document number (ex. C12345 for ODOT STIP projects, B12345 for Region Procurement, or P12345 for Permit Number.Select "No" when the request is still in the design phase or has not been constructed.
Note:  Changing this selection clears all Location Information fields.Select State Highway System for:Projects planned or constructed on the State Highway System. Post-construction design exceptions on highways with a pending jurisdictional transfer to a local jurisdiction. Select Off State Highway System for:Projects planned or currently constructed outside of the State Highway System jurisdiction. Highways that have been transferred to a local jurisdiction and the transfer has been finalized. Highway Transferred to Local Jurisdiction?: Select "Yes" if the highway has been transferred to the local jurisdiction and the transfer has been finalized.Select "No" if the highway has not been transferred. As-Built requests: Select "Yes" if the curb ramp is remaining in place with non-compliant standards.	The Contract Number field will display when selected. Enter the contract document number (ex. C12345 for ODOT STIP projects, B12345 for Region Procurement, or P12345 for Permit Number.Select "No" when the request is still in the design phase or has not been constructed.
SECTION NAME:  Enter the name of the section as it appears on the bid documents.
SECTION NAME:  Enter the name of the section as it appears on the bid documents.
HIGHWAY NUMBER  and HIGHWAY NAME:  Select either the Highway Number or Highway Name in the respective field.  When you do so, the form automatically populates the other field.
***If you know only the Route Number, you can use the Cross Reference Table of Highway Route Number to State Highway Number to find the Highway Number.***
ROUTE NUMBER:  Select from the drop-down list the Route Number that matches the signs along the project area.  
Note:  You cannot select from this list until you have entered either the Highway Name or Highway Number.
SUFFIX CODE:  From the two drop-downs, select the two-digit highway suffix that differentiates mainline roads from connections and frontage roads with the same highway number.
HIGHWAY NUMBER  and HIGHWAY NAME:  Select either the Highway Number or Highway Name in the respective field.  When you do so, the form automatically populates the other field.If you know only the Route Number, you can use the Cross Reference Table of Highway Route Number to State Highway Number to find the Highway Number.ROUTE NUMBER:  Select from the drop-down list the Route Number that matches the signs along the project area.  Note:  You cannot select from this list until you have entered either the Highway Name or Highway Number.SUFFIX CODE:  From the two drop-downs, select the two-digit highway suffix that differentiates mainline roads from connections and frontage roads with the same highway number.
COUNTY:  Select the county from the drop-down list. County names are listed alphabetically. If you have selected a Highway Name or Highway Number, the list of county names available for selection is constrained to only those counties where the highway or route is located. 
REGION:  Select the ODOT region from the drop-down list.
KEY NUMBER:  Enter the key number assigned to this project. If no key number, then type "NA."
EA NUMBER:  Enter the ODOT internal account number provided for this job: Expenditure account number, activity and subjob codes. (Format: XX12345-ACT-SJB). If no EA Number, then type "NA."
PS&E DATE: Enter the current ODOT Plans, Specs, and Estimate project milestone deliverable date. If the date has past or is not applicable, type "NA."
COUNTY:  Select the county from the drop-down list. County names are listed alphabetically. If you have selected a Highway Name or Highway Number, the list of county names available for selection is constrained to only those counties where the highway or route is located. REGION:  Select the ODOT region from the drop-down list.KEY NUMBER:  Enter the key number assigned to this project. If no key number, then type "NA."EA NUMBER:  Enter the ODOT internal account number provided for this job: Expenditure account number, activity and subjob codes. (Format: XX12345-ACT-SJB). If no EA Number, then type "NA."PS&E DATE: Enter the current ODOT Plans, Specs, and Estimate project milestone deliverable date. If the date has past or is not applicable, type "NA."
ROADWAY ID
ROADWAY ID
MILEAGE TYPE
MILEAGE TYPE
TOOL TIP: The form can be saved at any time.  Some of this Location Information is required in the file name convention.  It is recommended that you save an editable copy on your network or hard drive with a different suffix (e.g. "My Save") in the file name other than your submittal after you enter the Location Information.  This will allow you to see the components of the file naming convention while you name your file. Use the [Save As] button and name it based on the following file naming convention.  At this point, there is no life cycle status to apply in the suffix.  Use the recommended suffix, "My Save" instead.
ON STATE HIGHWAY - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Highway Number]_[Intersection Mile Point]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_My Save
OFF STATE HIGHWAY - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Mainline Street Name]_[Cross Street Name]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_My Save
OFF STATE HIGHWAY WITH LOCAL JURISDICTION TRANSFER - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Highway Number]_[Intersection Mile Point]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_My Save
Location Type Code:
On State Highway - ONOff State Highway - OFFOff State Highway with Local Jurisdictional Transfer - TR Construction Stage Codes:
Pre-Construction/Design - PCPost-Construction/As Built - ABROADWAY ID: The roadway ID code determines the alignment when there is a separated highway alignment. Select code I (Increasing) for a primary alignment that increases with the mile point. Select code D (Decreasing) for an alignment with the decreasing milepoints. 
MILEAGE TYPE:  
Select 0 (Zero) for regular mileage where there is no overlap of milepoints.Select Z if there is an overlap in the milepoints due to realignment that lengthens the highway.Select A if the intersection is a part of the highway transferred to local government jurisdiction.MILEAGE OVERLAP CODE: If you selected “Z” for Mileage Type, use this field to indicate the occurrence of duplicate mile points. Use a code of 1 for the first occurrence, a code of 2 for the second occurrence, etc., along the entire highway length.
INTERSECTION MP: Enter the milepoint of the intersection on the State Highway System. 
CROSS STREET NAME: Enter the name of the nearest cross street.
MAINLINE STREET NAME: Enter the name of the mainline street.
ROADWAY ID: The roadway ID code determines the alignment when there is a separated highway alignment. Select code I (Increasing) for a primary alignment that increases with the mile point. Select code D (Decreasing) for an alignment with the decreasing milepoints. MILEAGE TYPE:  Select 0 (Zero) for regular mileage where there is no overlap of milepoints.Select Z if there is an overlap in the milepoints due to realignment that lengthens the highway.Select A if the intersection is a part of the highway transferred to local government jurisdiction.MILEAGE OVERLAP CODE: If you selected “Z” for Mileage Type, use this field to indicate the occurrence of duplicate mile points. Use a code of 1 for the first occurrence, a code of 2 for the second occurrence, etc., along the entire highway length.INTERSECTION MP: Enter the milepoint of the intersection on the State Highway System. CROSS STREET NAME: Enter the name of the nearest cross street.MAINLINE STREET NAME: Enter the name of the mainline street.
CROSS STREET NAME – Enter the name of the nearest cross street.
MAINLINE STREET NAME – Enter the name of the mainline street.  
ROADWAY ID – In ODOT’s GIS, the roadway identifier code determines the alignment when there is a separated highway alignment such as a freeway. Code I (Increasing) is for the primary alignment that increases with the mile point. Code D (Decreasing) is for the alignment with the decreasing milepoints.
MILEAGE TYPE – In ODOT’s GIS, the mileage type code is used to provide unique milepoints along a highway. The 0 (Zero) Code indicates regular mileage. The Z code indicates an overlap in the milepoints.  During realignment that lengthens the highway, an overlap in the mile points will result. The "Z" code indicates the repeated milepoints.
MILEAGE OVERLAP CODE – In ODOT’s GIS, the mileage overlap code is used when the “Z” code is used to indicate each unique occurrence of duplicate mile points. Use a code of 1 for the first occurrence, a code of 2 for the second occurrence, etc., along the entire highway length.
INTERSECTION MP – List the appropriate milepoint of the intersection on the State Highway System. A new design exception request form is required for each individual intersection, entrance, midblock crossing, etc. Multiple curb ramp design exceptions for each milepoint location can be included in the Design Exception Request form if identified appropriately.
CROSS STREET NAME – Enter the name of the nearest cross street.
MAINLINE STREET NAME – Enter the name of the mainline street.  
PROJECT INFORMATION
PROJECT INFORMATION SECTION
FUNDING TYPE
FUNDING TYPE
CROSSWALK CLOSURES?
CROSS WALK CLOSURES
BID DATE:  Click in the BID DATE field and then use the drop-down to select the bid date of the project from the calendar. You cannot enter the date as text or edit it. If no Bid Date, then use approximate beginning construction date. 
Note: The drop-down arrow appears outside of the field frame
CROSSWALK CLOSURES?:  
Select "Yes" if the intersection has approved and documented crosswalk closures. Attach a copy of the closure approval letter as a supporting document in the section below.                                       Select "No" if not. CLOSURE NUMBER:  Enter the closure approval number for the intersection, if applicable. (ex. YYYY - ###.#) If the closure is approved by a local road authority, enter "local approval." Attach a copy of the approval in the supporting document section below.
BID DATE:  Click in the BID DATE field and then use the drop-down to select the bid date of the project from the calendar. You cannot enter the date as text or edit it. If no Bid Date, then use approximate beginning construction date. Note: The drop-down arrow appears outside of the field frameCROSSWALK CLOSURES?:  Select "Yes" if the intersection has approved and documented crosswalk closures. Attach a copy of the closure approval letter as a supporting document in the section below. 			           Select "No" if not. CLOSURE NUMBER:  Enter the closure approval number for the intersection, if applicable. (ex. YYYY - ###.#) If the closure is approved by a local road authority, enter "local approval." Attach a copy of the approval in the supporting document section below.
CORNER POSITION
CORNER POSITION DROP DOWN
RAMP POSITION NO.
RAMP POSITION DROP DOWN
EXCEPTION TYPE       EXCEPTION DETAILS
Use the fields on this line to build the table of exceptions. 
Add a row for every exception. 
If multiple exceptions apply to one corner and ramp position, enter a new row for each one, selecting that corner and ramp position for each.
Click "+" to add another line. Click "-" to delete that line.CORNER POSITION - Select the corner position of the curb ramp from the drop-down list. 
The corner position is based on travel in the increasing milepoint direction, beginning with the first encountered corner on the right and proceeding counterclockwise. Append "A" to the corner number for an island associated with the corner. See Exhibit "A".
RAMP POSITION NUMBER - Select the ramp position number from the drop-down. Ramp positions are numbered counterclockwise at each corner beginning with the ramp encountered first when traveling around the intersection in a counterclockwise direction.
EXCEPTION TYPE - Select an exception type from the drop-down list for ramps where the project does not meet the selected criterion. Match the selections here to those criteria that you could not check off as met on the Design Checklist. 
Use the fields on this line to build the table of exceptions. Add a row for every exception. If multiple exceptions apply to one corner and ramp position, enter a new row for each one, selecting that corner and ramp position for each.Click "+" to add another line. Click "-" to delete that line.CORNER POSITION - Select the corner position of the curb ramp from the drop-down list. The corner position is based on travel in the increasing milepoint direction, beginning with the first encountered corner on the right and proceeding counterclockwise. Append "A" to the corner number for an island associated with the corner. See Exhibit "A".RAMP POSITION NUMBER - Select the ramp position number from the drop-down. Ramp positions are numbered counterclockwise at each corner beginning with the ramp encountered first when traveling around the intersection in a counterclockwise direction.EXCEPTION TYPE - Select an exception type from the drop-down list for ramps where the project does not meet the selected criterion. Match the selections here to those criteria that you could not check off as met on the Design Checklist. 
ILLUSTRATION OF INTERSECTION (CLICK IN FIELD TO BROWSE FOR IMAGE)
ILLUSTRATION OF INTERSECTION (CLICK IN FIELD TO BROWSE FOR IMAGE)
Click in the image field to insert a sketch or graphic that illustrates the intersection; make sure that corner positions and curb ramp numbers are labeled in the image. Do not copy and paste the diagrams from the examples.  Please submit your own specific drawing.
JPG and PNG formats are acceptable. Other formats have not been verified. Remember that the total form file size with all attachments must not exceed 25 MB. You may only add one image to the document. Keep image clean, legible and free from unnecessary line work.The field size does not change. An added image aligns left in the field; there is no way to reposition, reduce, or enlarge it once added.To replace the image, click again in the field and select the new image.To remove the image, click [DELETE IMAGE].
Click in the image field to insert a sketch or graphic that illustrates the intersection; make sure that corner positions and curb ramp numbers are labeled in the image. Do not copy and paste the diagrams from the examples.  Please submit your own specific drawing.JPG and PNG formats are acceptable. Other formats have not been verified. Remember that the total form file size with all attachments must not exceed 25 MB. You may only add one image to the document. Keep image clean, legible and free from unnecessary line work.The field size does not change. An added image aligns left in the field; there is no way to reposition, reduce, or enlarge it once added.To replace the image, click again in the field and select the new image.To remove the image, click [DELETE IMAGE].
Description of Exception
DESCRIPTION OF EXCEPTION SECTION
For each location identified in the “Exception Type” table, describe the difference between the requirement and the level of accessibility achieved by the design. 
Follow the same top-to-bottom order as in the table. Lead off each line with the corner-ramp position, followed by exception code, followed by the description.
For each location identified in the “Exception Type” table, describe the difference between the requirement and the level of accessibility achieved by the design. Follow the same top-to-bottom order as in the table. Lead off each line with the corner-ramp position, followed by exception code, followed by the description.
Description of Project
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT SECTION
The scope of work indicates which ADA requirements are triggered by the project. Describe the project's scope of work with special detail to the following:
Will pavement surfacing be included?What surface treatment is used?What is the length of pavement surfacing work?Will sidewalk be constructed? Where?Will traffic signals replace pushbuttons, walk signals or controllers?Is the project under construction contract?
The scope of work indicates which ADA requirements are triggered by the project. Describe the project's scope of work with special detail to the following:Will pavement surfacing be included?What surface treatment is used?What is the length of pavement surfacing work?Will sidewalk be constructed? Where?Will traffic signals replace pushbuttons, walk signals or controllers?Is the project under construction contract?
Reasons for Not Attaining Standard
REASONS FOR NOT ATTAINING STANDARD SECTION
ADA requirements allow deviation from a requirement only when meeting that requirement is technically infeasible or infeasible within the scope of work. Explain in detail why the requirement cannot be achieved.
Describe the site-specific constraints for each curb ramp where an exception is sought. Physical constraints may include underlying terrain, underground structures, adjacent developed facilities, right-of-way availability, drainage, or the presence of a notable natural or historic feature.
Explain why the constraint precludes achieving the ADA requirement. If it is possible to achieve a compliant solution, but outside the scope of work, describe why it would not be possible to add it to the scope of work. Describe alternative designs considered in effort to meet the design standards. Describe why the proposed design was selected.
ADA requirements allow deviation from a requirement only when meeting that requirement is technically infeasible or infeasible within the scope of work. Explain in detail why the requirement cannot be achieved.Describe the site-specific constraints for each curb ramp where an exception is sought. Physical constraints may include underlying terrain, underground structures, adjacent developed facilities, right-of-way availability, drainage, or the presence of a notable natural or historic feature.Explain why the constraint precludes achieving the ADA requirement. If it is possible to achieve a compliant solution, but outside the scope of work, describe why it would not be possible to add it to the scope of work. Describe alternative designs considered in effort to meed the design standards. Describe why the proposed design was selected.
Effect on Other Standards
EFFECTS ON OTHER STANDARDS SECTION
Describe any considerations of how compliance with the ADA requirement might conflict with another federal, state, or local regulation or law. (Regulatory conflicts may include: preserving threatened or endangered species, the environment, archaeological or cultural or natural features, historic preservation).
Are there tradeoffs with other engineering standards or best practices, or other conflicting interests which are impacted due to meeting an ADA requirement?
Describe any feature that would be affected because of compliance with the ADA requirement.
Describe any considerations of how compliance with the ADA requirement might conflict with another federal, state, or local regulation or law. (Regulatory conflicts may include: preserving threatened or endangered species, the environment, archaeological or cultural or natural features, historic preservation).Are there tradeoffs with other engineering standards or best practices, or other conflicting interests which are impacted due to meeting an ADA requirement?Describe any feature that would be affected because of compliance with the ADA requirement.
Mitigation for Exception Included in Design
MITIGATION FOR EXCEPTION INCLUDED IN DESIGN SECTION
Curb ramp design is required to be accessible and usable by people with disabilities to the maximum extent feasible or practicable. Since at least one requirement is infeasible, explain the decision process to work around that loss in accessibility. Specifically address:
What alternatives were explored to mitigate the non-compliant attribute or design?How does the current design achieve the maximum level of accessibility?What site-specific mitigations are employed to ensure that people with disabilities can access and use the curb ramp?
Curb ramp design is required to be accessible and usable by people with disabilities to the maximum extent feasible or practicable. Since at least one requirement is infeasible, explain the decision process to work around that loss in accessibility. Specifically address:What alternatives were explored to mitigate the non-compliant attribute or design?How does the current design achieve the maximum level of accessibility?What site-specific mitigations are employed to ensure that people with disabilities can access and use the curb ramp?
Submitting Supporting Documents
SUBMITTING SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS SECTION
***Note:  The file size of this form with all entries and attachments may not exceed 25 MB in total to be received by ODOT via email. To allow for entries and attachments by reviewers, keep submitted file size below 24 MB.***
ADD FILE - Click [Add File] to find and add a file. The file name is entered automatically in the right-hand column under FILE NAME.
Enter the document name or description in the left-hand column under DOCUMENT NAME/DESCRIPTION.
OPEN FILE - To open a file, highlight its name under FILE NAME and click [Open File].
***Only open files from sources that you trust. Contact ODOT Computer Support (503-986-3800) immediately if an attachment seems suspicious.***
REMOVE FILE - To remove a file from the form, highlight its name under FILE NAME, and click [Remove File]. Unless you are going to replace it, also remove any description you entered on the left-hand side.
Note:  The file size of this form with all entries and attachments may not exceed 25 MB in total to be received by ODOT via email. To allow for entries and attachments by reviewers, keep submitted file size below 24 MB.***ADD FILE - Click [Add File] to find and add a file. The file name is entered automatically in the right-hand column under FILE NAME.Enter the document name or description in the left-hand column under DOCUMENT NAME/DESCRIPTION.OPEN FILE - To open a file, highlight its name under FILE NAME and click [Open File].Only open files from sources that you trust. Contact ODOT Computer Support (503-986-3800) immediately if an attachment seems suspicious.REMOVE FILE - To remove a file from the form, highlight its name under FILE NAME, and click [Remove File]. Unless you are going to replace it, also remove any description you entered on the left-hand side.
SIGNATURES AND APPROVALS
SIGNATURES AND APPROVALS SECTION
Engineer of Record
TOOL TIP:  The form can be saved at any time.  It is recommended that you save an editable copy on your network or hard drive with a different suffix (e.g. “No DS”) in the file name other than your submittal before you apply your digital signature and select the Finalize button.  This will allow you to have a copy to refer back to without having to re-enter the data or start a new form.
ENGINEER OF RECORD
TOOL TIP - The form can be saved at any time.  It is recommended that you save an editable copy on your network or hard drive with a different suffix (e.g. "No DS") in the file name other than your submittal before you apply your digital signature and select the Finalize button.  This will allow you to have a copy to refer back to without having to re-enter the data or start a new form.
ENGINEER OF RECORD NAME - Enter your full name.
TITLE - Enter your title at your agency, firm or company.
COMPANY NAME - Enter the name of the agency, firm, or company.
COMPANY ADDRESS and CITY, STATE, ZIP - Enter the business address of your firm, including the city, state and ZIP code.
EMAIL ADDRESS - Enter your email address.
PHONE - Enter the 10-digits of your contact phone number. The field does not accept dashes, dots or spaces. When you click outside of the field, the form automatically formats the number.
DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to select the date from the calendar. You cannot enter or edit text in the DATE field.
Note:  The drop down arrow appears outside of the DATE field frame. 
Applying your STAMP and Signature: 
Click in the white space inside the PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER STAMP box.Select your stamp image file, and click [Open] to insert it into the box.Click outside of the stamp box, elsewhere on the form to “set” the stamp. The dashed lines around the stamp will disappear when it is set.Click on the red tab/arrow for the Signature field within the Engineer Stamp box.Choose the digital signature with which you want to sign the form, and click [Continue].If your signature is password-protected, enter your Digital ID PIN or password, and click [Sign]. A dialog opens to save the signed form.Navigate to where you want to save the form, enter a file name and click [Save]. The file is saved with the signature added on the form. FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Submit] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.
SAVE AS - Use the [Save As] button after finalizing the form, to rename it based on the following naming convention:
ON STATE HIGHWAY - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Highway Number]_[Intersection Mile Point]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Submitted
OFF STATE HIGHWAY - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Mainline Street Name]_[Cross Street Name]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Submitted
OFF STATE HIGHWAY WITH LOCAL JURISDICTION TRANSFER - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Highway Number]_[Intersection Mile Point]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Submitted
Location Type Code:
On State Highway - ONOff State Highway - OFFOff State Highway with Local Jurisdictional Transfer - TRConstruction Stage Codes:
Pre-Construction/Design - PCPost-Construction/As Built - ABSUBMIT - Click [Submit] to generate an email with the form attached. Send it to the next authority for review. 
Note:  The file size of this form with all entries and attachments may not exceed 25 MB in total to be received by ODOT via email. To allow for entries and attachments by reviewers, keep submitted file size below 24 MB.***ADD FILE - Click [Add File] to find and add a file. The file name is entered automatically in the right-hand column under FILE NAME.Enter the document name or description in the left-hand column under DOCUMENT NAME/DESCRIPTION.OPEN FILE - To open a file, highlight its name under FILE NAME and click [Open File].***Only open files from sources that you trust. Contact ODOT Computer Support (503-986-3800) immediately if an attachment seems suspicious.***REMOVE FILE - To remove a file from the form, highlight its name under FILE NAME, and click [Remove File]. Unless you are going to replace it, also remove any description you entered on the left-hand side. FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Submit] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.SAVE AS - Use the [Save As] button after finalizing the form, to rename it based on the following naming convention:ON STATE HIGHWAY - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Highway Number]_[Intersection Mile Point]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_SubmittedOFF STATE HIGHWAY - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Mainline Street Name]_[Cross Street Name]_[Life Cycle Status] OFF STATE HIGHWAY - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Mainline Street Name]_[Cross Street Name]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_SubmittedOFF STATE HIGHWAY WITH LOCAL JURISDICTION TRANSFER - DE_ADA_Location Type_Construction Stage_[Region#]_[County]_[Highway Number]_[Intersection Mile Point]_[Life Cycle Status]Example: DE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_SubmittedLocation Type Code:On State Highway - ONOff State Highway - OFFOff State Highway with Local Jurisdictional Transfer - TRConstruction Stage Codes:Pre-Construction/Design - PCPost-Construction/As Built - ABSUBMIT - Click [Submit] to generate an email with the form attached. Send it to the next authority for review. 
ENGINEER OF RECORD
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER STAMP
ENGINEER OF RECORDPROFESSIONAL ENGINEER STAMP
Concurred by ODOT Program Mgr, Area Mgr, District Mgr, BDU, Private-Public Partnership, or Local Government
Concurred by ODOT Program Mgr, Area Mgr, District Mgr, BDU, Private-Public Partnership, or Local Government SECTION
CONCURRER NAME - Enter your full name.
TITLE AND UNIT OR AGENCY NAME - Enter your title and your organization unit or agency name. (Example: ODOT District 2 Manager, Crew 1204)
EMAIL ADDRESS - Enter your email address.
PHONE - Enter the 10-digits of your contact phone number. The field does not accept dashes, dots or spaces. When you click outside of the field, the form automatically formats the number.
SIGNATURE - Click in the signature field, select your digital signature, click [Continue] and save the file to apply your digital signature. Note: if your digital signature is password-protected, there may be an additional step.
DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. You cannot enter text in the DATE field.
FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.
SAVE AS - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Submitted to _Concurred1_Approved or _Concurred1_Rejected.
Examples: 
DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred1_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Concurred1_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred1_Approved Note:  You can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  
APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. 
REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer.
CONCURRER NAME - Enter your full name.TITLE AND UNIT OR AGENCY NAME - Enter your title and your organization unit or agency name. (Example: ODOT District 2 Manager, Crew 1204)EMAIL ADDRESS - Enter your email address.PHONE - Enter the 10-digits of your contact phone number. The field does not accept dashes, dots or spaces. When you click outside of the field, the form automatically formats the number.SIGNATURE - Click in the signature field, select your digital signature, click [Continue] and save the file to apply your digital signature. Note: if your digital signature is password-protected, there may be an additional step.DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. You cannot enter text in the DATE field.FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.SAVE AS - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Submitted to _Concurred1_Approved or _Concurred1_Rejected.Examples: DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred1_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Concurred1_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred1_Approved Note:  You can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer.
Concurred by ODOT Region Technical Center Manager or Region Roadway Manager
Concurred by ODOT Region Technical Center Manager or Region Roadway Manager SECTION
CONCURRER NAME - Enter your full name.
TITLE AND UNIT OR AGENCY NAME - Enter your title and your organization unit or agency name. (Example: ODOT District 2 Manager, Crew 1204)
EMAIL ADDRESS - Enter a valid email address.
PHONE - Enter a 10-digit contact phone number.
SIGNATURE - Click in the signature field, select a digital signature, click [Continue] and save the file to apply your digital signature.
DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. You cannot enter text in the DATE field.
Note:  The drop down arrow appears outside of the DATE field frame. 
FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.
SAVE AS - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Concurred1_Approved to _Concurred2_Approved or _Concurred2_Rejected.
Examples: 
DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred2_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Concurred2_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred2_Approved Note:  You can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  
APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. 
REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer and prior approvers.
CONCURRER NAME - Enter your full name.TITLE AND UNIT OR AGENCY NAME - Enter your title and your organization unit or agency name. (Example: ODOT District 2 Manager, Crew 1204)EMAIL ADDRESS - Enter a valid email address.PHONE - Enter a 10-digit contact phone number.SIGNATURE - Click in the signature field, select a digital signature, click [Continue] and save the file to apply your digital signature.DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. You cannot enter text in the DATE field.Note:  The drop down arrow appears outside of the DATE field frame. FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.SAVE AS - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Concurred1_Approved to _Concurred2_Approved or _Concurred2_Rejected.Examples: DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred2_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Concurred2_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred2_Approved Note:  You can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer and prior approvers.
TECHNICAL SERVICES USE ONLY
TECHNICAL SERVICES USE ONLY SECTION
Reviewed by
TOOL TIP:  The form can be saved at anytime.  It is recommended that you save an editable copy on your network or hard drive with a different file name other than your finalized and approved version before you select the Finalize button.  This will allow you to have a copy to refer back to without having to re-enter the data in the event that your recommendations are not accepted.
Reviewed by SECTION
TOOL TIP - The form can be saved at any time.  It is recommended that you save an editable copy on your network or hard drive with a different suffix (e.g. "My Review") in the file name other than your finalized and approved version before you select the Finalize button.  This will allow you to have a copy to refer back to without having to re-enter the data in the event that your recommendations are not accepted.
REVIEWER NAME - Enter your full name.
TITLE - Enter your title.
DATE - Click in the field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. 
Note:  You cannot enter or edit text in the DATE field.
Note:  The drop down arrow appears outside of the DATE field frame. 
Corner Position, Ramp Position No., Exception Type, Exception Details - Add rows and make selections as necessary to match the Corner Position, Ramp Position No. and Exception Type and Detail selections that the Design Engineer entered in the Project Information section.  
Click any "+" to add another row. The form expands onto additional pages as necessary.Click the "-" at the end of a row to delete the row.At the end of the line, use the Approve? Field drop-down to select either Approve or NOT Approve according to your review.
REVIEWER COMMENTS - Provide a recommendation for approval or rejection for each of the requested design exception
Note:  The COMMENTS field expands as you type. Press the <Tab> key to view the full text in the expanded field.
FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.
SAVE AS - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Concurred2_Approved to _Reviewed_Approved or _Reviewed_Rejected. Save the file to the In Process Design Exceptions network folder.
Examples: 
DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Reviewed_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Reviewed_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Reviewed_Approved  Note:  You can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  
APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. 
Note:  If you have supporting documents to include as part of your review that need to be included in your Approval email to the next reviewer, you will first need to create a folder in the In Progress Reviewer Supporting Documents network folder and name it with the Control Number. Each supporting document you place in the Control Number folder will need to be named with the naming convention Control Number_Document Name.  
         Example:  Control Number is 99999-01. Folder Name is 99999-01, Document Name is 99999-01_As Built Drawings
When you generate your Approval email to the next reviewer, you must include the link to the supporting documents network folder within your email.
REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer and prior approvers.
TOOL TIP - The form can be saved at any time.  It is recommended that you save an editable copy on your network or hard drive with a different suffix (e.g. "My Review") in the file name other than your finalized and approved version before you select the Finalize button.  This will allow you to have a copy to refer back to without having to re-enter the data in the event that your recommendations are not accepted.REVIEWER NAME - Enter your full name.TITLE - Enter your title.DATE - Click in the field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. Note:  You cannot enter or edit text in the DATE field.Note:  The drop down arrow appears outside of the DATE field frame. Corner Position, Ramp Position No., Exception Type, Exception Details - Add rows and make selections as necessary to match the Corner Position, Ramp Position No. and Exception Type and Detail selections that the Design Engineer entered in the Project Information section.  Click any "+" to add another row. The form expands onto additional pages as necessary.Click the "-" at the end of a row to delete the row.At the end of the line, use the Approve? Field drop-down to select either Approve or NOT Approve according to your review.REVIEWER COMMENTS - Provide a recommendation for approval or rejection for each of the requested design exceptionNote:  The COMMENTS field expands as you type. Press the <Tab> key to view the full text in the expanded field.FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.SAVE AS - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Concurred2_Approved to _Reviewed_Approved or _Reviewed_Rejected. Save the file to the In Process Design Exceptions network folder.Examples: DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Reviewed_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Reviewed_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Reviewed_Approved  Note:  You can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. Note:  If you have supporting documents to include as part of your review that need to be included in your Approval email to the next reviewer, you will first need to create a folder in the In Progress Reviewer Supporting Documents network folder and name it with the Control Number. Each supporting document you place in the Control Number folder will need to be named with the naming convention Control Number_Document Name.  	Example:  Control Number is 99999-01. Folder Name is 99999-01, Document Name is 99999-01_As Built DrawingsWhen you generate your Approval email to the next reviewer, you must include the link to the supporting documents network folder within your email.REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer and prior approvers.
CORNER POSITION
CORNER POSITION DROP DOWN
RAMP POSITION NO.
RAMP POSITION DROPDOWN
EXCEPTION TYPE       EXCEPTION DETAILS
EXCEPTION TYPE DROPDOWN
APPROVE?
APPROVE OR REJECT DROWDOWN
Supporting documents
Click "Add File" to attach documents to this form. Note the document title or description adjacent to the file name.
Concurred by ODOT State Roadway Unit Manager, ODOT ADA Program Design Center Manager, or delegate
Concurred by ODOT State Roadway Unit Manager, ODOT ADA Program Design Center Manager, or delegate SECTION
CONCURRER NAME - Enter your full name.
TITLE - Enter your title.
DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. You cannot enter or edit text in the DATE field.
COMMENTS - Use this field to provide support of the review or instruction on what else the review needs to address.
FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.
SAVE AS  - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Reviewed_Approved to _Concurred3_Approved or _Concurred3_Rejected. Save the file to the In Process Design Exceptions network folder.
Examples: 
DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred3_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Concurred3_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred3_Approved Note: you can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  
APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. 
REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer and prior approvers.
CONCURRER NAME - Enter your full name.TITLE - Enter your title.DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. You cannot enter or edit text in the DATE field.COMMENTS - Use this field to provide support of the review or instruction on what else the review needs to address.FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.SAVE AS  - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Reviewed_Approved to _Concurred3_Approved or _Concurred3_Rejected. Save the file to the In Process Design Exceptions network folder.Examples: DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred3_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Concurred3_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Concurred3_Approved Note: you can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer and prior approvers.
State Traffic Roadway Engineer
State Traffic Roadway Engineer SECTION
STATE TRAFFIC ROADWAY ENGINEER NAME - Enter your full name.
DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. You cannot enter text in the DATE field.
Note: The drop down arrow appears outside of the DATE field frame. 
Applying your STAMP and Signature:Click in the white space inside the PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER STAMP box.Select your stamp image file, and click [Open] to insert it into the box.Click outside of the stamp box, elsewhere on the form to “set” the stamp. The dashed lines around the stamp will disappear when it is set.Click on the red tab/arrow for the Signature field within the Engineer Stamp box.Choose the digital signature with which you want to sign the form, and click [Continue].If your signature is password-protected, enter your Digital ID PIN or password, and click [Sign].A dialog opens to save the signed form.Navigate to where you want to save the form, enter a name for the signed form that is different than the name for the blank form file, and click [Save]. The file is saved with the signature added on the form. FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.
SAVE AS - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Concurred3_Approved to _ Final_Approved or Final_Rejected.
Examples: 
DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Final_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Final_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Final_Approved Note: you can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  
APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. 
REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer and prior approvers.
STATE TRAFFIC ROADWAY ENGINEER NAME - Enter your full name.DATE - Click in the DATE field and then use the drop-down arrow to open a calendar to select the date. You cannot enter text in the DATE field.Note: The drop down arrow appears outside of the DATE field frame. Applying your STAMP and Signature:Click in the white space inside the PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER STAMP box.Select your stamp image file, and click [Open] to insert it into the box.Click outside of the stamp box, elsewhere on the form to “set” the stamp. The dashed lines around the stamp will disappear when it is set.Click on the red tab/arrow for the Signature field within the Engineer Stamp box.Choose the digital signature with which you want to sign the form, and click [Continue].If your signature is password-protected, enter your Digital ID PIN or password, and click [Sign].A dialog opens to save the signed form.Navigate to where you want to save the form, enter a name for the signed form that is different than the name for the blank form file, and click [Save]. The file is saved with the signature added on the form. FINALIZE - You must click [Finalize] to lock the fields to prevent changes to the data you have entered and to enable the [Approve] button. Otherwise, anyone who opens the form after you will be able to make changes to your section of the form. The Location Information fields remain editable.SAVE AS - Click [Save As] after you finalize the form and before clicking [Approve] or [Reject]. Rename the file by changing the final suffix from _Concurred3_Approved to _ Final_Approved or Final_Rejected.Examples: DE_ADA_ON_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Final_ApprovedDE_ADA_OFF_AB_2_Marion_Lancaster Drive_Market Street_Final_ApprovedDE_ADA_TR_AB_2_Marion_072_2.84_Final_Approved Note: you can click [Save As] at any time before you finalize the form to save an editable copy.  APPROVE - Click [Approve] to indicate approval of the request and generate an email to send it to the next authority. REJECT - Click [Reject] to reject the request. This generates a rejection email with the form attached, for you to send to the design engineer and prior approvers.
STATE TRAFFIC ROADWAY ENGINEER
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER STAMP
STATE TRAFFIC ROADWAY ENGINEERPROFESSIONAL ENGINEER STAMP
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